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Preface

During the years that I have been sharing my work through teaching and consultancy, I have met hundreds of enthusiastic and committed people. Included amongst these are athletes, coaches, fitness professionals, sports medicine and sports science personnel. I have enjoyed the challenge of working with all of these groups, and greatly appreciate what I in turn have learned from them.

I have finally sat down and written this book because I am constantly being asked by participants during my seminars for a resource that can support and enhance their understanding of functional stability and its relationship to movement. They are often caught between the exercise books that present the “how” but not clearly the “when”, the scientific papers that tell us the “what” but not necessarily the “how”, and the anatomy books which tell us about body structures but not necessarily the relationships between those structures as they occur in movement. So, I have set about putting together the practical information that I’ve been developing, working with and teaching over the years.

Some of you will use all of it, and others will dip into certain chapters. Most things are best explained in simple terms, so I have tried to remove the language barrier between athlete, coach, and medical professional where possible in order help you to communicate with each other.

I believe that simple things done well win the day. I believe that we should use our common sense. I believe that we should know our bodies and respect them. We should also be kind to them and listen to them, even though at times we must push them to their limits. I also think that we can all move beautifully and effortlessly if we make it a priority.

Joanne Elphinston, Cardiff, 2008
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Introduction

In every sport there are athletes who represent true technical excellence. We recognise them instinctively, as their efficiency is expressed through the beauty of their movement and the effortless ease with which they seem to perform. This technical mastery requires a physical structure that supports the sport’s biomechanics, the neuromuscular coordination to correctly sequence the movement, the psychological skills to focus effort without unnecessary tension and the physiology to sustain the movement pattern until the event is completed.

With its ability to move through multiple planes in complex combinations, the body is capable of extraordinary movement diversity. This makes an enormous range of sporting endeavours possible, but this versatility can become our greatest challenge to technical proficiency. It permits unwanted movements, which then require increased muscle tension to try to control them. It allows deviation from the most effective line of motion, compromising efficiency. It allows variability in joint angles, timing and movement sequencing which gives us many movement options, but can also amplify control problems under conditions of increased complexity, fatigue, speed, agility, endurance or technical demand.

In closed skill sports such as swimming, pole vaulting or sprint kayak, performance depends upon an ability to accurately reproduce a movement with minimal variation. These athletes hone their movement skill to progressively narrow the window of variability. This does not limit their adaptability however. Their fundamental technical consistency allows them to make small but accurate adjustments if their environment requires it in order to deliver their best performance. In open skill sports such as tennis, football and alpine skiing, athletes must be able to move in a variety of ways and adapt to rapidly changing situations, but still produce accurate and effective movement by controlling the forces acting on them. Their challenge is to widen the diversity of their skills but to control their variability. They aim to develop more movement options with reliable results.

Even at world-class level we can observe differences in movement economy and control. Some athletes compensate for their technical limitations by maximising other assets, such as an astounding natural physiology or a combination of strength and determination. They may achieve success, but using this method is somewhat like taking a jigsaw puzzle with a missing piece and trying to make up for it by making the other pieces bigger. You may cover the space, but the picture will not be as coherent as it might have been with the missing piece in place. The question is not how athletic success was achieved, but how much more might have been possible with all systems optimised.

The building blocks of stability, mobility, posture, body awareness, symmetry and balance provide the foundation for sporting movement development and injury resistance. These elements work in combination to ensure that physical restrictions, imbalances and inefficient muscle recruitment patterns do not hold you back from meeting your technical movement goals. The right muscles firing at the right time in the right sequence can increase your chance of achieving your physical potential.

The purpose of this book is to promote effective movement, rather than to develop “core stability”. “Core stability” has been defined as the capacity for the trunk to support, control and withstand the forces acting upon it, so that the body structures can perform in their “safest, strongest and most efficient positions” (Elphinston and Pook, 2000). The core muscles are usually identified as those involved in force transfer between the limbs and trunk, as well as the muscles of the trunk itself.
Core stability has been transformed from a concept into an industry, and great claims are made for its potential effects despite a lack of consistent evidence in the scientific literature to support them. Part of the problem is that it has been taken out of context.

When stability is perceived to be a separate fitness marker like speed or power, athletes start to look for exercise regimens that activate “more core”. Some professionals advocate instability activities such as Swiss Ball exercise and others argue in favour of Olympic lifts for developing “core stability”. Both in fact stimulate the trunk in different ways and for different purposes. Research to determine the amount of trunk activity involved in different activities sometimes compares loaded with unloaded activities. Unsurprisingly, researchers find that there is more activity in the trunk when the body is loaded (Hamlyn, N., Behm, D.G. & Young, W.B., 2007). This is then taken as evidence that the loading approach is more effective.

If our objective is movement efficiency, then “more” is not necessarily desirable. Certainly if you are squatting with a heavy weight, you will require an increase in trunk activity to support your spine against that resistance. You will be training a response to a predictable, loaded, symmetrical movement, and this may be appropriate to certain specific sporting demands. However, you will not have trained for unpredictability, change of direction, control through different motions or at the low levels of continuous muscle activity needed to optimise whole body movement over extended periods. These conditions require a different set of neuromuscular responses. It is a matter of what is appropriate for your functional requirements.

Core stability cannot independently optimise movement availability and control. The moving body in sport requires a complex sequence of activation and timing appropriate to the activity that you are performing. This sequence is known as a functional motor pattern, and it requires an interplay between your musculo-skeletal system and your nervous system from the soles of your feet through your whole body to your head.

The programme presented in this book develops this interplay by integrating core stability concepts with posture, balance, mobility and neuromuscular control to provide you with a physical platform for fluent, trainable movement. Once you have this movement, you can then train to make it faster, stronger and more powerful.

There are top athletes who have all of this working naturally. There are others who don’t realise that there are elements which could improve, because no one has ever looked. There are many who are unaware that they have lost elements due to injury, and wonder why they just can’t seem to make a successful comeback. Then there are those of us who are just trying to find the natural athlete within ourselves.

This book is for anyone interested in developing their own sporting movement, or who deals with athletes and athlete development at any age. It has been crafted in response to the needs of coaches, sports trainers, therapists and athletes who aim to develop sound, efficient movement in their sport, and is based on many years of experience in solving technique and injury problems across a wide variety of sports.

It is a practical resource, written as simply as possible in order to establish a common language between athletes, coaches, sports scientists and medical professionals working in sport. It was written to be a bridge so that we all can make ourselves understood.

The concept of functional stability for performance is explained, and how it contributes to the control and production of force and form in athletic movement. Once you are familiar with the anatomy and behaviour of some of the muscles which provide body control, we look at how to assess them and what to do when you find areas of weakness.

The exercise programme is presented in four phases which guide you in how to order and progress your programme. Many of the exercises will be familiar. Understanding why you are doing them, what they should look like, how they should progress and what you can use as alternatives is what makes the difference.

The principles are straightforward and relevant to most sports, and can be applied to children as well as adults. A chapter is dedicated to stability concepts for movement development in children, as many coaches work with athletes across a range of ages. I believe that the movement we have as adults starts a long time before we ever start training. I don’t believe you can be too young to learn how to move beautifully, and in the computer game generation, the issue becomes ever more relevant.

This approach has been used with international-level athletes in disciplines as diverse as swimming, badminton, gymnastics, karate, judo, cycling, football, weight lifting, basketball, athletics, snow sports, golf, equestrian sports and tennis. However, it works just as well for weekend warriors and people who just want to enjoy their sport and enjoy their own movement.

Moving well doesn’t have to be complicated. The principles are based in science, but in practice you need to know what to look for, what it means and how to fix it if it isn’t what you are after. That is what this book is all about.

A note on language and expression
This resource is intended to be a bridge between athletes, coaches, and other sports professionals. Some readers will be testing and training themselves, and others will be supervising athletes. This is reflected in the language used throughout the book: mostly it is necessary to write for the person who is increasing their own awareness and capabilities, but in order for the processes described to be used in a team environment, some content is aimed at professionals trying to implement injury prevention or movement programmes with athletes. The different purposes would normally be presented in separate publications and it certainly would have been much easier for language consistency if this was the case, but it would have taken away the opportunity for those who are interested in a bigger picture to see how different perspectives fit together. As such, switches between the athlete’s perspective and that of the medical, science or coaching professional will be recognisable in the book but should enhance rather than detract from its usefulness.
**Stepping Rotations**

Having worked on isolated trunk rotation control and pelvic integration, the lower body can be added to complete the movement chain.

Stand side on to the wall a little further away than for the previous exercise. Start with your feet together. You can vary your arm position. Arm options are:

- Arms start low and rise to waist height as you rotate to release the ball.
- Arms start at shoulder height with the palms facing towards the wall.
- Arms are maintained at waist height throughout the movement.

Side step strongly towards the wall to initiate the throwing movement. Continue to rotate the pelvis and trunk over your front foot before releasing the ball. Make sure you release your back heel in order to let your pelvis rotate freely. One side will feel natural and the other side will not. Practice a few movements without the medicine ball to make sure the movement sequence is established before loading it.

What would a poor pattern look like?
- If you don’t allow your back heel to release and turn as you move, your movement becomes blocked and you will try to throw the ball using your arm instead of using the momentum generated from your lower body and trunk. Releasing the ball should feel like a whip cracking. It should not feel like you have to use a great deal of shoulder strength.

**Lunge Bounces**

This exercise increases force production and focuses on integrating your arm action with your trunk and lower body. Start with your feet together and a medicine ball in your hands. As you begin to step forward into a lunge, raise the ball above your head keeping your trunk neutral. As your front foot contacts the floor, firmly throw the ball into the floor.

What would a poor pattern look like?
- Allowing your spine to arch as you take the ball over your head means that you have lost trunk control and disconnected your arms from your trunk and lower body.

**Standing Quick Throws**

This exercise coordinates the trunk and the upper limbs with a light plyometric stimulus.

Stand with knees and hips softly bent and lower belly drawn in to help you to maintain a neutral spine. Remember to keep the back of your neck long in the balloon position. Take a light medicine ball at chest level and throw it at the wall with both hands. Catch and repeat rapidly. Focus on feeling your abdominals controlling your spine.

What would a poor pattern look like?
- Your trunk should remain upright during this movement. Some athletes try to stabilise with their back muscles instead of the abdominals by pushing their hips out behind them and deepening the curve in their spine.

**Progression**
- Perform the same exercise on single leg, maintaining a firm pelvis and trunk. Keep your pelvis level and your knee in line at all times.

What would a poor pattern look like?
- Your trunk should remain upright during this movement. Some athletes try to stabilise with their back muscles instead of the abdominals by pushing their hips out behind them and deepening the curve in their spine.